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ABSTRACT
In this paper we have considered the question of the existence of the solution of a pair of coupled
ordinary differential equations depending on a parameters. By using a corollary of the SchauderTychonoff fixed point theorem, and some hard analysis - needed to cover essentially the range
of s near s=O - we were able to show that all the conditions for the theorem could be fulfilled.
Hence existence for all values of s>O was established.
We also considered the question of uniqueness. There we used a number of rough estimates. In
this way the calculations are largely simplified, but it is then not possible to prove uniqueness for
all values of s. We only proved it for s>2.33.
1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the behaviour of rotating flows has always been an important
branch of fluid dynamics. This of course is so, because of the many physical
phenomenae and technical problems where rotating flows occur.
In certain cases the full Navier-Stokes equations or a simplified boundary
layer version of these equations can be reduced to systems of ordinary
differential equations by using similarity transformations.
For examples we
refer to refs. [l] and [2]. From these papers it will be clear that the question
of uniqueness of solutions is an important one.
In the present paper we will consider the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of a pair of ordinary differential equations, which describe the
boundary layer flow over a fixed disk as induced by a vortex flow far from the
disk. The fluid is considered to be conducting and forces induced by an applied
magnetic field are taken into account.
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The equations describe a special case of a more general problem considered
by King and Lewellen in ref. [3].
To be more specific we introduce a coordinatesystem, where the z-axis is
perpendicular to the disk and where r is the radial distance as measured from
this axis.
Following ref. [3] the radial velocity U, the tangential velocity u and the axial
velocity w can be expressed as follows
(l.l)a

u=r-tf’(q)

(l.l)b

o=r-‘g(q)

(l.l)c

w=fir-‘{f(~)+tlf(&)

with
(1.2)

Q= z(fi)-

‘r-i and where v is the kinematic viscosity.

As is clear from eq. (1.2) q=O for z=O and q-+00 for z-+00. In fact q is a
conical coordinate.
The required vortex-like behaviour of the flow can be obtained by demanding
that g(q)+ 1 and f’(q)+0 for q-00. At the disk the velocities should vanish.
This leads to the following boundary conditions.
(1.3)

j-(O) =f’(O) = g(0) = 0, f’(m) = 0, g(c0) = 1.

When s> 0 is a measure for the applied magnetic force, the governing equations
can be written as
(1.4)a

p+ff+f’*-sf=

(1.4)b

g”+fg’+s(l

1 -g*
-g)=O.

As has been remarked by Stewartson and Troesch in ref. [4] and by Troesch
in refs. [5] and [6] this system is very hard to solve for small values of S. The
crux to this lies in the anomalous behaviour off for these small values. In ref.
[4] an asymptotic estimate is given for j(a) for small s
(1.5)

j(a)=

-0.1481

(s/2rr)* exp [(f+

1)/s],

Due to the stiff behaviour which is the result hereof, it becomes very hard
to solve this problem. A number of exploratory studies was made on the difficulties involved in this problem. A survey is given in ref. [7], which also
contains a sketch of an existence proof, without considering uniqueness.
Questions of existence and uniqueness are so important however, that they
deserve a more detailed treatment. This is the main purpose of this paper.
The proofs will rely heavily on the property of positiveness of the operators.
For existence use will be made of the fixed point theorem of Tychonoff. In
order to apply this theorem we need a number of a priori estimates. These will
be given first.
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Uniqueness will be
fundamental one, but
estimates in principle
numerical calculations,
write x in stead of q.
2. A NUMBER

proved for s>2.33. The reason for this we feel is not a
for s< 2.33., better estimates are needed. Although these
may be obtained they require the use of elaborate
and we have refrained from those. In the sequel we shall

OF A PRIORI

ESTIMATES

In this section we will show that the solution f of equations (1.4) has to be
negative. This can be proved by first showing that g is an increasing function
from the value 0 to the value 1.
2.1s

PROPOSITION

(2.1)

g’>O.

PROOF.
There can be no maximum of g with g > 1 for then g’= 0, s( 1 - g) c 0
and g”=O which leads to a contradiction. For the same reason there can be no
minimum with g< 1. But this means that due to the boundary condition there
can also be no maximum with g < 1. Hence g has to increase monotonously.

2.2.

PROPOSITION

(2.2)
PROOF.

(2.3)

yso.
By integrating
f”+ff’-sf=

eq. (1.4) we obtain
i (1 -g2)+j.“(0).

The proof will consist of two parts. First we establish that f”(O)<O. Suppose
that f”(0) 2 0. Then the right hand side of eq. (2.3) is > 0 and it follows that
f can have no positive maximum. But this means that f’(x)?0 for x#O and
hence also fl0.
Moreover f’ cannot decrease if f’<s. For then j”lO and
m-s)<
0 and thus we have a contradiction. Since this means that we cannot
fulfill f’( + a) = 0, we conclude
f”(0) < 0.
From this fact together with f(O) =f’(O) =0 it follows that f(x) starts to
decrease. Because f’( + ~0) = 0, the function $ has to obtain a minimum value
and then has to increase again. If we suppose that f’ increases to a positive
value, it has to decrease again because of the boundary condition at infinity.
It then decreases to zero at x=x2 where x2 may be + ~0. (See fig. 1).

cx
Fig.

1.
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We now apply eq. (2.3) at x1 and x2. Since due to the fact that 1 -g’>O,
right hand side of eq. (2.3) is increasing with x. Hence we find
-fY4

fYx2)

I-

am2)

-.&l

the

)l> 0.

Now J”(x2) -f”(xi)sO
and also -s{f(xz) -Ax,)}
contradiction. This proves the proposition.

<O. Thus we have again a

We are now ready for the existence proof which we will give in the next
section.
3. EXISTENCE

OF SOLUTIONS

In this section we shall prove that the system (1.3), (1.4) has a continuously
differentiable solution Jg defined on [0, + oo[ with
Ozfi

-m(s)

and OrSr

-’

s

where m(s) is a strictly positive number, only dependent on s, to be determined
in the course of our exposition.
To prove existence we use a corollary of the Schauder-Tychonoff
theorem
which states:
Let E be a Banach space, A a non empty closed and convex subset of E,
@ : A-E a continuous mapping with @(A)cA and @(A) relatively compact.
Then @Jhas a fixed point. (See ref. 8).
For E we take
BC’ = {f: [0, + 00] --)lR(f continuous and $ regular)
with norm If 11,o = if (loD+ I?[ oo where 1. I,.,, is the usual supnorm.
“Y regular” means that s(x+ 0) exists for XE [0, + oo[ and s(xxE]O, f 001 (see ref. 9).
A=

I

fcBC’lO?fr

-m(s),

Olf’z

-t,flO)=O

.
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It is clear that A is convex and closed.
To define @ we rewrite the system (1.3), (1.4) as follows
(3.1)

-g”-fZ’+@=O,

(3.2)

-$*--ff’+sf=

g(o)= 1
7 (2g-gZ)+sf(+oo)

where g= 1 -g.
Introducing f= f -A + oo), eq. (3.2) becomes
(3.3)
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-.P-fY+sS=

y (2g-gZ),

j+(O)=O.

0) for

We now take anSEA, then solve g from (3. l), put g in the right hand side of
(3.3), solve 3 and finally put
(3.4)

W)

=$-s(O).

In the sequel we write g instead of 2 for convenience of notation.
The left hand side of (3.1) and (3.3) shows an operator of the form
-( I”-f(

)‘+N

1

so a closer look at this operator will be worthwhile.
are functions @i and & such that
(3.5)

-g”-fg’+sg=

-w-@zW--@,k

where D is the differentiation
~pi+#~= -f

First we remark that there

operator.

We find for $i and @2

and @;-@i@2=s

or

(3.6)
Let f EA and let p1 be the (strictly) positive and cl2 be the (strictly) negative
root of
,~~+f(+oo)~-s=O,

thus

PROPOSITION
3.1. The Riccati equation (3.6) has one solution @I with
e,(O) =O. The domain of definition is [0, + CQ[. I#I, is an increasing function
and &(+oo)=p,.

There is a maximum interval J= [0,/3[ on which there exists an
unique solution (ref. (10)). #i and @i are continuous on J. (3.6) can be written
in the form

PROOF.

(3.7)

~;+(~:+f(+~)~1-s)+cf--f(+oo))~l=o.

@i(O)=s>O so that @i starts increasing. If @,(x)>~~ for some XE J then it
follows from (3.7) that &(x)<O. It turns thus out that OS@,(X)S~~ for all
XE J. But then jJ= + 00 (ref. (10)).
Let pi(a) be the positive root of p2 + ap -s=O (asO) then the function
a-p,(a) is strictly decreasing.
Now suppose there is a point on [0, + 03[ where 4; <0 then there exists an
x E IO, + 00[ such that @j z 0 on [0,x], @i(x) = 0 and a nonempty interval lx, y]
where @;<O everywhere. Now @i(x)=0 so that @i(x)=~i(j(x)).
@i(y)<0 so
that &y)+fLv)@i(~)-s>O
and that means that ~l(j(y))<@,(y)<@i(x)=
=p,(j(x))
which implies that flv)>j(x).
But an f with this property @A.
@,(+oo) must exist and &(+oo)=O
so that &(+oo)=~i.
REMARK.

It is clear that e2( + 00) =p2.
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It is known that for u E@(
solutions of
(3.8)

= {f: [0, + oo]-) 1R1f continuous)),

the set of

-g”-fg’+sg=u

is a two parameter family defined on [0, + 001 (see ref. 10) which is asymptotically equal to that of
-g”-A+03)g’+sg=u(+a)

(see ref. (11)).

Replacing the left hand side of eq. (3.8) as in (3.5) and defining h =(D-&)g
we immediately find

where cl and c2 are constants and
PI(X) = ew (-

[ #I) and PM

= ew (-

[ @2).

It will be clear from the properties of #r and e2 that h is bounded, and that
g will be bounded if and only if
(3.10)

c,=o.

Assuming that (3.10) holds, also h’ is bounded. This immediately
clear that also g’ and g” are bounded and continuous.
Let BC2 = {g: [0, + oo]-+lRlg, g’ and g” continuous} with norm

will make

II&m = llgllm
+ Ik’llm++lls”ll0,
and
BC; = {g E BC2jg(0) = 0).
PROPOSITION

3.2.

Let L:BCiz-BP

be the mapping

g- -g”-fg’+sg
for a fixed f E A then L is linear and a homeomorphism.
The linearity of L is obvious. We have seen above that L is onto. L
is one to one because g=O is the only bounded solution of -g”-fg’+sg=
0
with g(O)=0 as follows from (3.9).
PROOF.

II~&?a~!k”llm+Il~Ilo.Us’l~+~ll~llm~~U~Bz.~
for a suitable constant c. So L is continuous. The open mapping theorem yields
the continuity of L-l.
PROPOSITION 3.3. The mapping f y g cf~ A, g E BC2) where g is the bounded
solution of
-g”-fg’+sg=O
with g(O)= 1
is continuous.
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We shall show that f wg is continuous in every fc E A.
Let go=gcfo) and g=gcf) then gO(0)=g(O)= 1 and - g”-fg’+sg=O
-go” -fog6 + sgs = 0. Substraction gives

PROOF.

- (g-go)“-fo(g-go)‘+s(g-go)
According

to proposition

= cf-mw-&%)+

and

cf-hk&

3.2

~~llf-follDollg-goll~oa+~llf-follmll~~llm
for a suitable c depending on fo.
Choose f such that

then

sinceII-f-fellI,oD
2 IV-folloDa
Il~-~oll2,m~~~IIS-foll~,mll~~u~
So Ilg-g0112m~e
if

REMARK.
We have used in this proof that Be
for every n E IN, BC” with norm

is a Banach algebra. In fact

llflln,a0
= j, j$ IlPll m
is a Banach algebra (see ref. (12)).
This is the first step to show that Q, is continuous. To go further we need an
ordering principle.
We say that f~ g for f and g E F([O, + 001, II?) if f(x) ~g(x) for each
XE[O, +ml.
3.4. L-l (the inverse of the L of prop. 2) is a positive operator,
i.e. if Lg20, g(O)10 and g( + 00) = 0 then gz0. Moreover g cannot have a
strictly positive maximum if Lg = 0.
PROPOSITION

The proof follows the same line as that of prop. 2.1.
PROPOSITION

3.5.

The mapping f-g

is decreasing.

PROOF.
Let fi sf2, gcfi) =gl and g&) =g2, g](O) =g2(0) = 1 then substracting
the equations for gl and g2 gives

-k1

-&)“-fi(&

-gz)‘+sh

-g2)=cf1

-f2M.
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It follows from (3.9) that gt( + 00) =gz( + 03) = 0; gi I 0, according to prop.
3.4. It follows now from prop. 3.4 that gi-gzzO.
COROLLARY.

If -g” - fg’+sg = 0, g(0) = 1 then

g(f=O)=e-dsg(x)2sep2X=gCf=f(+m)).
PROPOSITION 3.6.

The mappingf-

i (2g-g2) is continuous.

PROOF. Let

W = ix (2g- g2),gcf) = g, svb)= goandu0C4 =

i C&o - g$)
x

where f. is some element of A, the mapping f Hg being that of prop. 3.3. Let
a>0 then

II~---ollQ~i k-g2-2go+i$l+

$ lm-g2H2go-d~l~

= II&Y--gollca
i0 (2-g-g0)+2 T0g+2 TLIgo
because O<g~l

according to the corollary.

Using this again we see that

The functional f-p2cf)
is continuous so that one can choose a in such a way
that the terms with the exponents are small. Afterwards one can choose g
properly in view of prop. 3.3.

3.7. Let L1: {g E BC21g’(0)= 0) +B@ be the mapping
g- - g” - fg’ + sgfor a fixed f EA. ThenL ’ is linear and a homeomorphism.
L ‘- ’ is positive.
PROPOSITION

PROOF. Take a look at the formulae (3.9). Because #i (0) = 0 there results that

h(0)= 0 so that cl =O. From (3.9) follows then the bijectivity of L’. That L’ is
linear and a homeomorphism is seen by the same reasoning as in the proof of
prop. 3.2.
That L’-’ is positive follows directly from (3.9), (3.10) for cl =O.
PROPOSITION3.8.
is the solution of

The mapping Cr; u) -$ cf~ A, u E BP and fc BC2) where $

-J” - fp + sf= u with T(O) = 0
is continuous.
The proof follows the same lines as that of prop. 3.3.
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@ is continuous.

THEOREM 1.

PROOF. This follows from prop. 3.3, 3.6 and 3.8.

We now will prove that CJ(A)CA.
3.9

PROPOSITION
PROOF.

Iff

is the bounded solution of (3.3) then O>j”z

- (l/s).

Because&O) =0 it follows that in (3.9) cl =O. According to ref. (13)

Now pi(x) = - &(xIpz(x)

so that
2

-h(x)-,

-@*(x;u:+d(x),

and that means that h( + 00) = 0, for
u= 7 (2g-4).
x
In the same way as for h we derive that
~+oo)=.p(+oo)=o.
Now suppose that f>O
positive maximum.
Let k > 0 then

somewhere, then there is an x where f has a strict

-j+(x+k)-fOc+@jyx+k)+sj(x+k)=

x&2g-g2).

Taking k = 0, where J”(x) = 0 and substracting gives

-fyx+ k)-for+ kXf’(x+k)+j(x)j+(x)
+scf(x+k)-f(x)>=
(3.11)

x+k
=

-

j
x

(2g-g2).

Now
w+k

-

i (2g-g”)lO

and -p(x+k)zO.

Furthermore
fix -I-k) --fix) = kfyx) + o,(k), J”(x + k) -J”(x) = 02(k) (p(x) = 0).
Using this we find
-p<x + k) + ( -f(x + k) +f(x)).jyx + k) + s@(x) + o,(k) =
x+k
=

-

i

&?-g2).
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All the terms at the left hand are positive, whereas as(k) can be made as small
as necessary. Hence a contradiction. So 750.
Now let y be the point where J” reaches its global minimum. For k>O we
again can write down eq. (3.11) with x replaced by y. Since g2-2g? - 1 and
-70, + k) s 0 we find
-fo

+ k)f’@ + k) +fcy)f”(y) + s{fi

+ k) -f(y)}

Using Taylor series and the fact that yQ)Cny)
k&y)

-fcv+

L - k.
k))sO we derive

+ o(k) 1 - k or J”(J) 1 - $.

It follows that everywhere J”r - (l/s).
COROLLARY.

@Cf)=&j@)lo.

PROPOSITION 3.10.

The mapping f -$ is decreasing.

PROOF. Let f,, ~,EA
g11g2.

withfiIf2.

If g, =gcfr) and gz=gcfi)

(prop. 3.3) then

If
ui= 7 (2gj-g;)

then u1 1242, for ds
d (2g-g2)=2-2gzo.

Now subtracting equations (3.3) for i = 1,2 yields
-cr;-jl,>~-f,cf,-J;>‘+~Gfi-~)=cfi-fixfi+u,-u2.

The result follows from prop. 3.9 and 3.7.
THEOREM 2.

@(id)cA.

PROOF. According to prop. 3.9 the inequality 01 @Cf)‘r -(l/s)
holds if
YEA. The car. of prop. 3.9 yields CD(~)SO. One needs some hard analysis to
show that @cf) r - m(s). We will do this in the lemma below. Now obviously
@(J)(O) =0 and G(J)’ is continuous. The theorem follows.

For every s>O there is a number m(s)>0

LEMMA.

such that the function f,

defined as
f,(x) = -5 for XE [0, +sm(s)]
f,(x) = - m(s) for x o [ + sm(s), + oo[
is the minimum

of A, i.e. if feA,

then f and G(f)&

PROOF. The only thing we need to prove is that x(O) I m(s) for then @cf) 2 f,.

This follows from the fact that @cf) ‘1 - (l/s) and hence @cf) r - (X/S) for
XE [0, sm(.s)]. On the other hand we know that @cf)‘~O. Applying proposition
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(3.10) and knowing that @V;)( + a) 2 - m(s) gives the result that @cf) > - m(s)
for XE [sm(.s), + a~[. These two facts together imply @cf)~f,.
We now will prove that f,(O) I m(s) for a certain m(s) which has to be found.
From eq. (3.3) we derive
dm

= $ (2gs - 2) +.mo>.

From the corollary of prop. 3.9 together with @(j)(O) = @(j)‘(O) = 0 it follows
that @US)“(O) =jI(O) SO. Hence we find
(3.12)

J’,co,cf

$ g,.

Using eq. (3.1) and the actual form off,

By partial integration
(3.13)

m

we find

and again using eq. (3.1) there is obtained for sf 1

c s*(s;s 1) 1 -s*&(o)

+ d(WsN

- m(4&ww~

*

In order to evaluate eq. (3.13) we have to find g,. Now
(3.14)a

g,U-5 gi-sg,=O

(3.14)b

g,“-m(s)g;-sg,=O

for XE [O,sm(s)]
for XE [sm(.s), + oo[.

Remark that for s= 1, there holds m(1) g(1) =g’(m(l)) -g’(O) as is found by
integration eq. (3.14)a. Hence the denominator of eq. (3.13) vanishes. It is not
difficult to find the relevant expression for s= 1 for eq. (3.13) but we will not
give it here.
The conditions to imply are g,(O) = 1, g, and gi continuous at sm(s) and
g,(+oD)=O.
Eq. (3.14)a can be brought into a standard form by introducing z= (x2/~).
We find zg”(z) + (3 - z)g’(z) - (s*/2)g(z) = 0.
The general solution of this equation is (ref. 14)

The solution of eq. (3.14)b is immediately
(3.16)
g=ae-t{6%=-“}Xa

found to be

By using the relevant proporties of the hypergeometric functions the continuity
equations for g and g’ at x= sm(.s) can be written as
1 sm*(.s) = ae- csmcs~/*,{~
-3
2
2 >

-

m(s))
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a,(l--s2)M

(

s2 3 sm2(s) +a*S23SIII’o
y, z, 2
2 >
( 2’2’

= axe - (sm(s)R)(

I/T&Z

=
2

>

- m(s)}

where

x=f[l+/l+--&].
For x = 0 we have
.,+2”-1~(~),~~2)),,=

1.

From these equations we can solve for the quantities cxl, a2 and a. We find
(3.17)a

1

a2=
y2-lr

where

(3.17)b

Y=

al = -a2Y.
(3.17)c

a=e~~W12~~-mO~a2

s2 1
2 I
I _ y- ( 2, z, 2sm2(s)> + LI( 22’2’1 sm2(s)

From eq. (3.15) we derive

Evaluating the right hand side of eq. (3.13) with the above obtained we finally
have

If the right hand side of eq. (3.18) is equal to m(s) we have fulfilled the
original requirement. Now eq. (3.18) is a very involved function of m(s). It is
possible to conduct asymptotic analysis for s small and s large. We will omit
the details of the analysis and only give the results. For s large we find
(3.19)
22

m(s)-2sm3”.

For s small we have

(3.20)

m(s)-f

exp [--j

In (s2(l-s2)2’z~2

$)I.

For a number of values of s we have computed the values of m(s). They are
compared with the asymptotic values below.

s=

m(s) computed
0.58385 102”
0.10036 1OU
0.26788 1016
0.19563 lo8
0.11105 lo5
0.32920 lo3
0.51522 lo2
0.17397 lo2
0.86377 10’
0.36815 10’
0.84223
0.41388
0.26017
0.18346
0.13848
0.10938
0.08926
0.07465
0.06364

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.1
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0

THEOREM 3.

asymptotic value
0.58385 1O231
0.10036 10M
0.26788 lOi
0.19563 lo8
0.11109 lo5
0.33332 lo3
0.56115 lo2

0.25000
0.17888
0.13608
0.10799
0.08839
0.07407
0.06325

eq. (3.20)

eq. (3.19)

@(A) is relatively compact.

PROOF. Let SEA,

then jlfll <m(s), ljf\j <m(s), ~~$‘~~~
l/s. According
proof of prop. 3.10 and according to the car. of prop. 3.5.

to the

so

Now p2 = - +fi + oo) - $iJ”( + 00) + 4s. This
f( + 00) CO. It follows that
--52
L42

P2(

function

is decreasing

for

2
- m(s))
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where ,&-m(s))

= J&s) - if-.

With these inequalities (3.3) yields

IlFll 5 m4
where M(s) is a number >O only dependent on s.
Ascoli’s theorem gives us the theorem.
We can now apply the car. of the Schauder-Tychonoff-theorem
find a solution of (1.3) and (1.4).
4.ONTHE

UNIQUENESS

in order to

OFSOLUTIONS

In order to prove uniqueness we suppose that there are two solutions fi and
f2 of the system (1.4), with the maximum norm of the difference of 3 and A
denoted by E. We shall have proven uniqueness if the maximum norm of the
difference of the images of fi and fz is smaller than E.
Remark, that any solution lies in a subclass of A as defined in section 3.
We first need a number of preliminaries and lemmas. We consider two
arbitrary functions fi and f2 belonging to A. We denote gui) by gi and define
F=.h-f,,
REMARK.

p=.&-f,.

g is here the original g and not g.

It is not difficult
(4.l)a

G=g,--a,

to derive from eqs. (3.1) that (see prop. 3.5)

-GN-f2G’+sG=Fg;

with the boundary conditions
(4.l)b

G(0) = 0

and
(4.2)a

--p”-f2p+sF=&-

7 G(g2+g,)

with
(4.2)b

p(O)=0

and p(+oo)=O.

First we consider the following
(4.3)

equation

-Cl’--f,G’+sG=~>O.

According to proposition 3.4 and the boundary condition (4.l)b the solution
has to be positive. We now consider an arbitrary a such that 8~ [al. It will be
immediately clear that G- (I = - G,. Now /3* a>0 and thus the differences
G, + G, r 0. This leads to

IG,YI~IGal.
We have thus proved the following
LEMMA
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4.1.

lemma

If fi> Ial then lGal 2 IGal.

We now consider the equation

-P-f#+sF=j3>0
with the boundary conditions (4.2)b. According to proposition
&O. By an analogous proof as for G we immediately find

3.7 we have

4.2. If /I> loI then I&rl 1 /Pal.
Since for an arbitrary f2 belonging to A it may be very hard to find a
solution of these equations we need further approximations. To derive these
approximations we proceed as follows. As an example we take the equation for
G. From the forgoing discussion we know that the same applies for Z?
We start from eq. (4.3) and apply the transformation
LEMMA

(4.4)

H= G ew (4 d fd.

Then we have
(4.5)

-H”+@+3fi+Sf22W=B

exp (+ ifi).

To find an estimate for H we remark the following.
Consider the two equations
-H;‘+y,H1=X>O
-H;+

y2H2=X

with y1>y2>0, then H,zO (see prop. 2.1).
Subtracting the two equations gives
(4.6)

-(Hz-H,)“+Y~(H~-H,)=(Y~-Y~)H~.

The right hand side is negative and since y2>0, this means that H2 - HI I 0.
This leads immediately to the following lemma.
4.3. If y1>y2>0, then IHlIsIH21.
For P the same reasoning applies.
Now we can apply the foregoing lemmas to construct estimates for llP/.
First we remark that for every member of A there holds fz - (l/s) and
f 2 10 and hence
LEMMA

(4.7)

S++y+ff2gS-&S*.

It will be immediately clear that by doing this, we restrict ourselves to cases
where s > +fi and that we should need better estimates for s + -5f’+ if2 to treat
smaller values of s. However this we will not consider.
REMARK.
It should be observed that the idea for the construction of the
function H stems from an asymptotical analysis. In that case of course s*--s
and the uniqueness is readily proved.
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We start from eq. (4.l)a and write
(4.8)

-G”-fiG’+sG=Fg~~2&(l

-g,)<2&+

where use has been made of the inequalities

IlFll= IIf2--A II= II.&76 - G(O)-3mII 5 2
and g’s@1 -g) which has been derived in ref. (7) eq. (2.8)a. and the corollary
of prop. 3.5. Observe that p2 denotes p2cfi( + 00)).
We now write
(4.9)

-H”+s*H=2&epZX.exp.(3

[ f2)52~&~2X=~.

According to lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 we know that

IHI 1 PI ew (3 6$2).
By using eq. (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10) and realizing that @r=@
eq. (4.9) we find
(4.10)

H=e-px

Performing

f e2’@’ 7 e-‘%dvdA.
A
0

the integration

we get

2&G
(4*11)

in the case of

(eQ2x

- e-

by.

H=(/12+p)(p-p2)

This is indeed a positive quantity for all p2 and @.
Since as will be shown in the appendix for the s values considered p2> - p
we apply the inequality I- e(-fl2-@&“1x@~ + @) to obtain

where f2( + 00) is denoted by foe.
We can now proceed to obtain an estimate for l/Pll from eqs. (4.2)a-b. Using
the fact that I(FI(12~ and (gr + g2) <2 we have to consider
(4.13)

-15’-f2~+s~=2cIJ;‘j

+2 3 ICI.

As will be clear, we need an estimate for jJ;‘I. To obtain one we differentiate
eq. (3.3). The result is
(4.14)

-p-fJ”+(s--f+

-2g+g%

-2g.

We know thaty(O)=O,
s-Srs
and -2g+g2s0.
From the lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 it then follows
) --$‘I I ]H, Iet’fm’x

where H, is the solution of
- H; + s*H, = 2epzX.
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This is completely analogous to eq. (4.9) and leads immediately to
(4.15)

1-J”I <-&

x?{~2++‘fm’}x.

By using eq. (4.12), (4.15) and inserting in (4.13) and by applying that
p2 > - I/??> - 6, we find after integrating and using again lemma’s 4.2 and
4.3 that
JFJ< JH,Jdf-lx
where H2 is the solution of
(4.16)

2&G-

-H;+s*H,=

l
1(2+Wcal

!42(P2+4fod

where the right hand side is positive; at least for s> 1 as follows from the
estimates in the appendix.
We have to apply the boundary condition
H;(O) =O.
It is a simple matter to calculate from eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) that if the right hand
side of eq. (4.16) is denoted by R, the function H2 is given by

We need an estimate for IH2Je+lf-lx.
Denoting the maximum of Re+lf,lx by A4 we find that
(4.17)

nll

IPl<-lp

&ml

where A4 can be given by
(4.18)

- 4&G
M=P2(r2+31.Ll)012+

-l/2

Ifosl) e

*

It will be clear that as long as
e-1/2

(4.19)

- 4 f- :
then there holds
(4.20)

1(2@2

+

31fa4012+ lfoal)<p-

w$

l

lIPI = max IPI <E.
R+

But in that case the original functions ft and fi can be no solutions of our
problem, for then there should hold

So for all values for which (4.19) is valid we have thus proved uniqueness of
the solution.
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It is easy to deduct that the left hand side of eq. (4.19) is a function which
increases with Ifal = I&( + 03)( and with jfi(oo)l occurring in p2. Hence if we
know an upper bound for If( f oo)l we can calculate a maximum value of this
left hand side as a function of s. An upper bound for JA + 00)) has been given
in the appendix. It turns out ,that as long as s>2.33 unequality (4.19) is
fulfilled. This means that the solution has been proven to be unique for
s>2.33.
It should be clear that we have used a number of rather rough estimates. So
a more careful1 analysis would yield a lower value of s. But to extend the range
to s=O we need other techniques.
APPENDIX

In section 4, we have used the fact that p2> -I@.
true for s>2.16.
Now
s
-/42=

This should at least be

s

+IE=++l.fJ~

25 ;

5 1 =R2
2 /--36s3 4s+ 12 SIG

where we have used the fact that
as proved in ref. 7.

_

There should hold that

s-&R,.

AU)
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J
A simple calculation learns that this certainly is true for s> 1.
The second thing we should consider is securing an upper bound for IfJ.
Such bounds also have been given in ref. 7. However we will give here another
one which is asymptotically correct for s-00, but which breaks down for
sm 1,2.
Starting from eq. (3.3), using the fact that -foDJ”< -fy and the car. of
prop. 3.5 for S we find

-f” -f-f’+
Multiplying
found that

sfc 5 (2epzA
- ebzA)dA.

left- and righthand

side with e-@’ where e =p -f,

-p2~foo~
< $ epBxi (2eflz*-e2pzA)dA.
x
Performing
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the integration

leads to the equation.

it is readily

A(2)

From this inequality

an upper bound for If,1 can be calculated.
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